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Abstract
Time metrology hae muved from millieeconds t o picoseconds in the last four decades,
and frequency metrology from nine signacant digits t o sixteen. The ability to aynchronise remote clocks has improved dramatically as well. With implementation of
GPS (Global Positioning System,) the full long-term frequency stability as well as the
frequency accuracy of the beat atomic clocks can now be transferred to remote sites.
GPS% selective availability, an intentional degradation of system performance, will
advereely affect the accuracy and stability of GPS time and frequency for the average
civilian user.
In this paper we d e h e terms of reference, discuss various alternatives for clock
synchronization and syntoniration, and make some comparisons between various techniques used in eynchroniring and syntonizing clocks. In the process we review the
concepts of time stability and accuracy, frequency stability and accuracy.

INTRODUCTION
The synchronization of clocks is a subject which has been widely treated throughout the years. With
the development of very accurate means for satellite time transfer, the subject has gained substantially
in importance. This paper provides a discussion of the relevant issues surrounding clock comparisons
and of the various means of comparing them when they are a significant distance apart.
Time transfer systems (or clock synchronization systems) are often characterized by a single number,
designating a precision or an accuracy of some number of microseconds or nanoseconds. This is often
ambiguous and it is the intent of this work to clarify the characterization of clock synchronization or
comparison systems. We will apply these techniques to some current comparison systems for clocks
located some distance apart, and project some of our future opportunities - given these techniques,
constraints and guidelines.

BACKGROUND
We are not here generally concerned with measurement noise, that is divider or counter noise - though
this can be problematic in some instances. As clocks continue to improve, more attention must be
'Contributions of the U.S. Government; not subject to copyright.

paid to the characterization of measurement oystem, that is the system which read the output of
clocks. This is especially true if the clocks are remotely located from each other. Characterizing the
measurement system is essential if a remote (slave) clock is intended to be optimally synchronized or
syntonized to a master clock. In this latter situation, optimum design of the servo system, locking the
slave to the master clock, requires a characterization of all of the contributing elements.

A free-running clock can almost always be characterized better than one whose output is ~ e r v ocontrolled to another clock. Hence, a computed output or an external micro-phase stepper is useful in
A
providing a synchronized or syntonized output which does not perturb the free-running ~lock[~l.
local set of clocks can be better characterized if there are at least three of them of about the same
quality[*]. Once a set of clocks is available, then algorithms can be employed to intelligently combine
their readings so that the algorithm-computed time and/or frequency can be more stable than that of
the best clock in the set. In addition, algorithms can be designed to test for abnormal clock behavior
and to desensitize the computed time to any abnormal behavior as well as to failure^^^].

If the clocks, as well as the comparison system, are well characterized, then an ensemble of clocks, can
be constructed from a set of remotely located clocks. With full characterization of all components, the
system of clocks and its associated comparison can be optimized for overall performance. As far as I
know, while often applied to local ensembles, this concept has not yet been applied to clock ensembles
whose member clocks are in different locations. There are some long-term plans to do this for GPS.
We feel that there are potentially significant gains available in the proper application of this concept.
Figure 1 illustrates a straightforward comparison system which measures the time and frequency differences between Clock 1 and Clock 2. Our concern is the characterization of the full noise in the
comparison including measurement noise, clock noise and noise introduced in the comparison path
and system. In figure 2 we illustrate an additional concern which arises in designing a servo-loop to
slave a remote clock to a master clock. The data from the comparison may not be available immediately; hence, in the feedback loop, the measurement noise, path deviations, the delay in acquiring
the comparison data will effect the servo design very fundamentally. Practical delays in acquiring
comparison data range from milliseconds to times longer than a month. For example, the delay time
(data acquisition time) for servo controlling Coordinated Universal Time at NIST (UTC(N1ST)) to
the international UTC scale is more than a month. Though we will not go into the servo-design theory
in this paper, we want to stress that the measurement noise and path noise characteristics and the
delay in acquiring comparison data play very important roles in servo design.
Appendix A gives some relevant definitions of words (precision, accuracy, stability) that will be used
in this paper. In characterizing systems for comparing clocks which are remotely located to each
other, it is important to consider concepts such as: time accuracy, time stability, time prediction
error, frequency accuracy, and frequency stability. Each of these has a unique interpretation.
Conceptually, time accuracy is the time difference between the readings of two clocks at some time
in a given reference frame. We often define one of the clocks as perfect so that we are assessing the
accuracy of a clock relative to some “ideal” clock. One can imagine the transport of a perfect portable
clock to accomplish this time difference measurement. Time accuracy is often limited by systematic
errors in the comparison system, such as uncertainties in cable delays, and propagation-path-length
uncertainties, and is often very hard to measure or assess. In addition, systematic differences between
the clocks will contribute to the time inaccuracy. The time accuracy can never be better than time
stability and is often much worse.
One of the best ways to observe the time stability is to plot the time residuals, often denoted z ( t ) ,

between two clocks after the systematics have been subtracted. Time stability is, often sffected by
environmental variations (which d e c t clock and comparison system performance), in addition to the
usual kinds of random variations. People commonly memure time ntability as the rms deviation of
the time residuals from a linear regression to the time deviations. This practice, which can be very
misleading, will be d i s c d in some detail in the body of the paper. If there are periodic terms
affecting a time comparison system, then measuring the spectral density of the time or the phase
fluctuations may be a very good measure. One may also measure the effect of these periodic terms
using o Y ( r ) (see ref. 2). We will show that for time stability there is often a r (averaging-time)
dependence. This is an important consideration which will be discussed later. We also show that
r * moda,(r) is a useful measure of the time stability of a comparison system.
The quantity Kra,(r) is a useful measure for estimating the time prediction error in a comparison. We
often have a particular power-law spectral density process which is the dominate model for the signal
variations from the clocks and/or the comparison system. The value of K is l/& for white-noise PM,
1 for white-noise FM and for random-walk FM,and 1.2 for flicker-noise FM under the assumption
of optimum prediction. Sometimes white noise phase modulation is the predominant noise model, in
which case the quantity r * moda,(r)/fi is the optimum rma time prediction error for an average
)
over r of ~ ( t measurements.
Frequency accuracy for a given primary standard is not a function of integration time and is properly
stated as a single number. But the ability of a comparison system, to determine absolute frequency
difference between two standards is often a function of the sampling or integration time, r . We will
show that the frequency accuracy of a comparison system is also a function of the data processing
method. This leads to the idea that there is an optimum method for estimating the absolute frequency
difference between two remote clocks or for controlling the frequency of a remote clock.
Frequency stability, similar to time stability, is observed by looking at a plot of the fractional frequency
offset, y ( t ) , where y ( t ) = v ( t ) - vo)/vo with v(t) being the time varying frequency output of a clock
and vo is the clock’s nominal frequency. In practice, measured values of y ( t ) are observed over some
averaging time, 7 . It is often very useful to observe a y ( t ) plot at different averaging times. The
frequency stability of a comparison system can be quantified in the same way clocks are characterized,
using a a,,(.) or moda,,(r) plot. It is sometimes useful to measure the spectral density of the frequency
fluctuations to supplement the above time-domain methods, in order to ascertain the presence of
different kinds of noise. The kind of noise observed in comparisons between two clocks, and that which
may be added by the comparison system, will determine how to optimize estimates of characterization
parameters (both systematic and noise) for the clocks and the comparison system. One important
example of a characterization parameter is the frequency drift between two clocks.
There are of course important relationships among time accuracy, time stability, time prediction error,
frequency accuracy, and frequency stability. These will be discussed later.

CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPARISONS SYSTEMS
Figure 3 shows the improvement in the US. primary frequency standard since the advent of cesium
beam technology. The trend line shows an improvement of about a factor of 10 every seven years.
We expect to see further improvement, but extrapolations from data such as this are dangerous.
Theri are now good indications that standards based on trapped and cooled ions will yield dramatic
improvements. The ultimate potential for these devices is an accuracy of about one part in 10l8,but

practical considerations will make this limit difficult to achieve.

In the past, the accuracy of operational comparisons between primary standards fell behind the accuracy of the standards. F'urther improvements in primary standard accuracy were thus of limited use.
However, during the last decade the development and application of two-way satellite and GPS time
transfer dramatically changed the picture. With the excellent comparison accuracy available with
GPS common-view technique, comparison accuracy is now ahead of clock accuracy. This was a major
breakthrough for international time and frequency comparisons, and the GPS technique become the
de-facto international standard for comparisons[']. A decision by GPS system operators to intentionally degrade performance as observed by civilian users, the so-called process of selective availability,
raises questions which are important in time transfer applications. These will be discussed shortly.
Time transfer using the two-way satellite technique now looks to be a very attractive alternate available
to primary timing centers. More information is needed on the accuracy and long-term time stability of
this comparison technique as early work has not focussed on these[']*[']. Most of the published results
are on short-term time stability.
Important factors for all of these comparison systems include cost and simplicity of use and means
for accurately assessing comparison accuracy. The ideal comparison system is one which provides the
time difference, the frequency difference, and the relative time and frequency stability of the clocks
along with the uncertainties associated with the comparison system. If the comparison system is to be
widely used, the cost should be low. Of course, there is no single system which now meets this ideal.
Figure 4 shows a plot of some of the more common comparison techniques now being used. We have
used both CY(.) and modaY(r) to characterize the frequency stability of these comparison systems,
because, in some cases, white-noise phase modulation (PM) is the limiting random process and ~ " ( 7 )
characterization is ambiguous for that process.
When whitenoise phase modulation ia the predominant noise in a comparison system, some important
equations for optimal estimation of time and frequency between the clocks are:
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Here the 2 ( i ) is the optimal estimate of the time difference between the clocks at the measurement
point i. The "w"and the "q"coefficients are determined by minimizing the variance around the
linear regression line, so the meaning of optimum is for a minimum variance. The z(i)'s are the
measured time difference over the N measurements. The confidence on the estimate of the intercept
"ao" is so:
eo

=28./dx

The confidence of the estimate of the slope, ("01" the frequency difference) is 81:

(3)

Equation 1 is the classical equation for a linear regreasion, which is often computed as a fit to the time
residuals. The application of this equation is optimal only for white noise processes. We assume there
are N values each ro apart. In this case, the standard deviation (given by Equation 2) is a measure
of the time stability at the data sampling rate - sometimes called the time of the time difference
measurements. The N - 2 expression in the denominator shows that two degrees of freedom have been
removed with the estimation of the 00, ai terms of Equation 1. The mean value confidence interval in
Equation 4 is half that of the intercept, and is the optimum estimate of the time difference between
the clocks at the mid-point time. The solution to equation 1 at the midpoint is equal to the mean
value. Equation 5 shows the value of using mode,,(r) to determine the confidence of the estimate of
the frequency difference, 01. If the residuals are not white, then the r dependence will not be T - ~ / * ,
and the linear regression will not give the optimum estimate of the time and frequency difference of
the clocks. If the residuals are white, the value of modoy(r) gives the proper value of the confidence
for any averaging time, r . The rapid improvement
gained in estimating the absolute frequency
difference by increasing the averaging time is clearly illustrated by the use of modo,,(r).
Linear regression analysis is often used to model processes which do not have a white spectrum for
the residuals. In this case, the linear regression coefficients and their confidences can often be very
misleading. A modu,,(r) diagram will indicate if one is or is not legitimate in using linear regression
analysis, and if not then it gives a measure of the effects of the degradation caused by the actual
random processes on the estimate of the frequency difference between the two remote clocks.
Figure 5 is a plot of the rms time prediction error seen in currently available clocks and oscillators.
The data has been used in an optimum fashion to predict into the future over an interval, rP. The
rms time deviation can be defined in many ways. This is one useful approach. The next four Figures,
6, 7, 8, and 9, are plotted with exactly the same ordinate and abscissa as Figure 5. They can then be
overlaid to see the effects of various systematic effects, either in the clocks or in the comparison system.
Figure 6 has the ordinate labeled with both the white PM level (usually arising from the comparison
system) and the time accuracy. The time accuracy number provides a hard limit in comparing the
time difference between two clocks. In contrast, the white PM level is a function of integration time,
and if other processes are not limiting, knowledge of the time difference improves as the square root of
the number of measurements averaged - consistent with equation 4. If the residuals are white PM,
one may also write from the concept of time averaging of measurements the following equation:

where "8" denotes the classical standard deviation of the z(i) taken r, apart ( r = nro) as in Equation
(2). Since the numerator in Equation 6 is constant for white PM,the improvement in 8rm#(ro) is
proportional to ro-1'2. This is not surprising since ro is the window over which the phase (or the time)
has been averaged. If ro becomes the full data length, then, as expected, Equation 6 is the standard
deviation of the mean. Here again, a modo,, ( r ) diagram provides a good visualization of the estimate
of the time difference estimate uncertainty and of the time stability (as limited by the clocks and/or
the comparison system).
Figure 7, 8 and 9 are included for the readers convenience. Figure 7 shows the accumulated time

difference as a function of time for two clocks whose frequencies differ by various fixed amounts. In
this case the abscissa could also be the prediction interval. Figure 8 shows the rma time deviation as
a function of the prediction interval M caused by flicker noise frequency modulation (FM) (a common
noise in clocks). Notice that the slope ie the same as for frequency offset. The factor 1.2 is the K factor
for flicker noise where optimum prediction hae been assumed. Figure 9 shows the large time deviation
error that results from frequency drift. The labels for the different lines are fractional frequency drift
per day expressed as powers of 10. The quadratic nature of the time deviation resulting from frequency
drift often causes this kind of error to be the predominate long-term systematic error.

Figure 10 is a plot of rmodc,(r) as a function of r . With r = nro, this shows whether or not one
benefits from averaging n values of the z ( i ) time-difference measurements. One of the advantages
of this new approach is that it illustrates the benefit of averaging the time difference measurements,
whether or not the instabilities are in the comparison system or in the clocks. If the measurement
noise residuals are a white PM process, then the time stability will improve as the square root of r .
If it is a flicker PM process there will be no improvement with averaging. If the plot degrades with
increasing r (slope greater than 0), then there are probably non-stationary processes perturbing the
comparison system. In the case of Loran-C, we see a double hump at one-half day and at one-half
year caused by diurnal variations and annual variations. We have longer-term common-view data
using GPS than are plotted, and know that the time stability does not continue to improve as square
root of T. In this case, the nonstationary processes are probably related to ionospheric modeling errors
and errors in the Kalman estimates of the satellites' ephemerides. Multipath distortion effects at the
antenna can sometimes cause several nanoseconds of bias in the time inaccuracy, but do not change
the slope in this type of plot, if the bias is constant.
For two-way-satellite time transfer, the noise limit does not continue decreasing as indicated by
the short-term results in Figure 10. Daily deviations of the order of a few nanoseconds have been
observed, but these will likely be reduced as the systems are improved and better characterized. This
characterization of the two-way satellite time transfer technique will be very important for the future
- especially for averaging of one day and longer. A determination of the time accuracy of this
technique will be very important as well. Theoretically, both the time stability and the time accuracy
of two-way time transfer should provide an excellent means for comparing widely separated clocks.
The primary drawback to this technique is the need for broadcasting from each station, a requirement
which adds cost and involves licensing with government agencies.

THE FUTURE OF COMPARISON SYSTEMS
It is clear that the best means for comparing widely separated clocks involves satellite techniques. For
clocks in close proximity (that is, within a modest number of kilometers) perhaps optical fibers will
provide the best comparison^[^]. As we develop higher accuracy and more stable clocks, we will need
to use higher frequencies t o achieve better phase resolution for the comparisons.
It appears that the GPS system could be pushed to a time accuracy approaching a few nanoseconds.
For short-baseline comparisons, studies suggest that one might achieve accuracies as low as 0.1 nsIgl.
Time stabilities for GPS common-view comparisons yield rmodaY(T) of about 1 nanosecond times
t-lI2, where r is in days. At T = 1 day, this product actually ranges from 0.8 to 8 ns for the many
international time stability measurements which use the GPS common view method. With ionospheric
calibrators and more-exact, a post-phemeris data for the satellites, the GPS common-view technique
could yield a comparison limit for frequency accuracy approaching lo-''. This would require about

three months of integration under the assumption of ideal white-noise phase modulation. Codeleae
ionospheric calibrators, which measure the real ionospheric delay, are now becoming available for GPS.
There is also the promise that p r e c k post-measurement ephemerides will be made available to the
civilian sector (the non-PPS uner). With these advances the GPS common-view method for time and
frequency transfer could be even better than it has been, but the price for this would be additional
processing along with a significant delay in access to data needed to calculate all errors. The following
table summarizes the anticipated compensation for using GPS in the common-view mode.
TABLE

GPS COMMON-VIEW TIME-TRANSFER ERROR SOURCES
(WITH SELECTIYE AVAILABILITY ON)

SOURCE

RMS TIME ACCURACY (nr)

COMMENTS

CLOCK DITHER
EPSILON
IONOSPHERE (BDCST)
TROPOSPHERE
MULTIPATH
RECEIVER

CANCELS IN C-V MODE
DEPENDS ON THE BASE-LINE
DEPENDS ON TOD AND COORD.
DEPENDS ON ELEV. AND WEATHER
DEPENDS ON GROUND PLANE AND REFLECTION
DEPENDS ON THE MAKE AND MODEL

C-V TIME TRANSFER ERRORS (NO COMPENSATION)

--

1

to
to
to
to
to

100

31

to

120

30
5
2
4

50
40
5
8

(WITH SELECTIVE AVAILABILITY ON AND WITH COMPENSATION)

SOURCE

RMS TIME ACCURACY (m)

COMMENTS

CANCELS IN C-V MODE
COMPUTED EPHEMERIS (Some Days After)
WITH IONOSPHERIC CALIBRATOR
DEPENDS ON ELEV. AND WEATHER
WITH CHOKE-RING ANTENNA GND. PLANE
DEPENDS ON MAKE AND MODEL

CLOCK DITHER
EPSILON
IONOSPHERE
TROPOSPHERE
MULTIPATH
RECEIVER

C-V TIME TRANSFER ERRORS (WITH COMPENSATION)

--

1

to
to
to
to
to

100

5

to

100

3

2
2
2

5
3
5
4

The right column lists rms estimates for each of the time accuracy error elements with the sum at
the end of each column being the square root of the sum of the squares. EPSILON ia the intentional
insertion of errors in the broadcast ephemeris. The meanings of other terms in the table are:

C-V - GPS common-view mode Elev.
TOD
GND

-

TimeofDay
Ground

Refl.

BDCST

- Elevation
- Reflections
- AsBroadcast

How well the systematics of the two way satellite timing technique can be understood is yet to be
determined. From a theoretical point of view this technique should be better, in both time stability

and time accuracy, than the GPS common-view technique. The method could provide about an order
of magnitude of improvement.

An often overlooked experiment which could lead to time transfer improvement is the Scout Rocket
Experiment which involved flight of a hydrogen maser~'O~i[lll.This experiment used a microwave
Doppler cancellation method and an ionospheric calibration system. From the published data it is
estimated that time stability, rmoduv(r) over several hours WBB about ten picoseconds. With this level
of stability available from a satelliteborn hydrogen maser, cycle ambiguity of the clocks microwave
signal could be resolved from pass to pass or from day to day. This could yield frequency comparisons
over 24 hours of lo-''. If the residuals for the comparison process were white PM from day to day, it
level. At this level, relativity
would take only a few weeks to measure frequency difference at the
considerations become very important, and they well be very difficult to calculate. But, with bigger
and better computers coming in the future, perhaps the relativity issues would be solvable.

CONCLUSION
In order to synchronize (or syntonize) a system of clocks in an optimum way, it is necessary to
know both the stability characteristics of the clocks as well as those of the comparison system. The
characterization the random variations in clocks is pretty well understood, but that of comparison
systems is not. It is often the case that the standard deviation of the time residuals is non-convergent
for both clocks and comparison systems, in which case it is not a useful measure. In this paper we have
presented some reasonable ways to describe and to characterize comparison systems. These allow us
to better specify time and frequency comparisons. This issue is becoming more important as system
synchronization and syntonization requirements become more stringent.
We have explained how time accuracy, time stability, time predictability, frequency accuracy and
frequency stability are separate and distinct concepts. Important relationships between these concepts
were presented. These have implications for accurate time comparisons. For example, knowing the
kinds of random instabilities in the clocks and in the comparison system allows one to optimally
estimate the absolute time and frequency differencesbetween widely separated clocks. As we anticipate
more accurate frequency standards, very careful design as well as characterization of comparison
systems will be required to take advantage of the improved standards. Even at current time comparison
levels, there is a need for better specification of the performance of comparison systems. We have
presented one reasonable approach with the hope that this will stimulate discussion and even adoption
of a standard method for characterizing the accuracy and stability of the comparison process.
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APPENDIX
DEFINITIONS
0

ACCURACY
The degree of conformity of a measured or calculated value to its definition (see Uncertainty).

0

PRECISION
The degree of mutual agreement among a series of individual measurements; often, but not
necessarily, expressed by the standard deviation.

0

UNCERTAINTY
The limits of the confidence interval of a measured or calculated quantity.

0

FR.EQUENCY INSTABILITY
The spontaneous and/or environmentally caused frequency change within a given time interval.

0

REPRODUCIBILITY
A) With respect to a set of independent devices of the same design, the ability of these devices
to produce the same value.
B) With respect to a single device, put into operation repeatedly without adjustments, the
ability to produce the same value.

0

ERROR
The difference of a value from its assumed correct value.

0

DRIFT
The systematic change in frequency of an oscillator with time.

0

AGING
The systematic change in frequency with time caused by internal changes in the oscillator.
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Figure 2. This Agure ir rimilar to Figure 1. Again, we are mearuring the time and frequency difference between two c l o c b
located rome diatance apart. In thin case we wish to rervo control t h e time and/or frequency of the rlave to t h e marter. A proper
characterination of the linkr between the clocka in combination with the comparbm ryrtem M esrential for the proper design of a
feedback ryrtem to control the rlave clock. Another important parameter for the feedbadr derign M the de!ay a r r o c i a t d with the
comparison ryrtem.
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fluctuatioru in the earth-ionorphere waveguide. The TV Line40 method involver line of sight tranrmiarioru in the TV band. It
can operate with an atomic clock at the transmitter or with two clock riter receiving the TV Line-10 Vrinl timea concurrently and
rubtractiig one ret of numbea from the other. Stability limitatbna here 8re often caused by the receiving equipment. Loran-C
in 8 ground-wave navigatbn rignd (at 100 kHs) operated by the U.S.&Mt Guard. The time L monitored and controlled with
respect to UTC(USN0). The r t a b i l i i L limited by promgation path variationm. Two-way satellite time truufer u a a rpreadrpectrum modem operating with different uplink and down-link carrier frequencies in one of r m r d diffennt ban& (C, Ku, and
K). The rhort-krm stabiliiy for two-way ratallite time transfer k bariedy limited by rignd t o noire and bandwidth conaideration.
Currently, the long-term performance neenu to be limited by oquipmed inatabilitiem. One can only axtrwt frequency information
from the 'GPS Carrier P h u d meuurementr, and the rtability wm to be l i d t e d by the GPS on board cloch. Time and
frequency rtability of directly receivod GPS signal. h limited mainly by variatiau in the GPS Kalman rtate ertimatw for the
syrtem. It one h uaing an L1 GPS timing receivur only, then the ionorpheric modeling ITO ON can contribute additbnal Lut.bilitia.
In rome CMU, rignal multipath e m a and/or receiver instabilitiea can ala0 contribute rigniflecmt inrtabilitier. Uaing GPS io the
common-vin mode cane& out the clock Inrtabilitier of the GPS ratdlikr and cancelr "e of the broadcart ratdlitwphemerir
inrtabilitier. The rtabiliiy limitr for the common-view mode BC~Mfrom the same mechanbm u for GPS direct mearummeats
except that aome of the mechanirnu u e reduced by common-mode canwllation.
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Figure 6 Thir ir a plot of the time prediction error, sln*(r,), u a function of the prediction interval for commercially amilabk
precision clockr. Qr denot- quarb-cryrtd orciliator clock; Rb drnoter rubidium gm-cell frequency+tandard clock; Cr denota
cerium-beam frequcncy-rtandard clock; and H-M dander mctive hydrogen mmer clock. Thir prediction error ir calculated from
KroJr) with K being chosen for an optimum prediction ertimate. The value of K dependr on the type of noire.
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Figure 9

Figurer 6 , 7, 8 and 9 The ordinates and abrcirrss of them four plot8 are the rame M those for Figure 6. Figure 6 can repreeent
either t h e time accurwy or the white noire PM level. The time accuracy in often limited by ryrtematic effects and averaging valued
doer not improve it. The white noire PM in well represented by the rtandard deviation of the meaaurementr, and, if thin noire u the
limiting noire, then averaging valuer will improve t h e knowledge of the time u the square root of the number of valuer averaged.
Figure 7 is the time accumulation over rome interval, r,, due to a ryrtematic frequency difference (or offret) between the two cloclrs
often o b r e m d in long-term
being compared. Figure 8 ir the mu time deviation rerulting from a random flicker FM procerr
clock comparirona. The 1.2 ( l / a ) factor ir the K factor for flicker noiie FM. "Flicker Floor" means the value of ou(r) where
there ir a ro dependence, that is, where there ir no further improvement in rtability with incressing r. The curver in Figurer 7 and
8 have t h e tame [lope (+1) even though they wire from different mechanirm. Figure 9 demonrtratea the long-term rignificance
of time deviation erron rerulting from a linear frequency drift in a clock. The plut-two (+2) d o p e correrpondr to the quadratic
departure of the time of the drifting clock. If frequency drift exirb in a clock, thin error along with environmental perturbation8 is
often t h e main caure of long-term time deviationr.
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Figure 10. Thio type of plot can be w e d to determine whether or not rmoothing or averaging the data ir beneRcial. We have here
defined the time rtabiliv u the product rmodo,(r). For flicker noire PM,white noise FM,flicker n o i r FM and random-walk
noire FM t h e rtandard deviation of the time reridualr v o w without bound M the data length increaoer. Hence, it is not a good
mearure. The above product ir a good memure, ir convergent and ir data-kngth independent. Thir meaeure can alro rhow the
effectsof systematic effectr, of environmental perturbationr aa well aa the different Linda of noise procerrem that may be driving the
instabilities in t h e comparlon rystem and/or in t h e clocks. T h e different companron methods plotted are explained in Figure 4.
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